Icom IC-M423 Fixed Mount VHF/DSC and HM-195SW COMMANDMIC available now in White

July 31, 2012

Did you know that we have a white version of our latest IC-M423 Fixed Mount VHF/DSC Transceiver and HM-195SW COMMANDMIC available?

The IC-M423 Fixed Mount VHF/DSC Transceiver together with its optional HM-195SW COMMANDMIC benefits from a new user interface which makes driving this Icom fixed mount incredibly simple. A compact radio that will fit easily into any console, size does not mean a loss of performance. Boasting and packing a proverbial punch with its audio of 10W from its loud speaker makes sure you will clearly hear calls. The IC-M423 also has a Public Address & Fog Horn function so when attached to a hailer horn will expand the usefulness of this new radio.

There's no difference in functionality, it's simply white in colour to match the colour of your console/vessel.